4.x.	NOTES
211. shadow i.e. shad/ spot
213, S.Do F. 'Exeunt.*
4. 2.
S.D. F. 'Enter laques and Lords, Forrefters.* We
take 'Forrefters' as a costume-direction, in apposition
to * Lords'; cf. S.D. 2. i. head. An entry is given to
Amiens, because being the singer of the company the
actor who plays him would be needed for the song
(v. Richmond Noble, Shakespeare*s Use of Song, p. 77).
This short scene is one full of difficulty for an editor.
First of all, what exactly is supposed to be happening?
It is clear, we think, that Jaques has just encountered a
party of lords returning from a deer-hunt, ending in a
kill. They are elated with their success, and Jaques,
delighting as ever to foster human folly, eggs them on
to the top of their bent. There shall be a procession in
which the deer-slayer shall be borne in triumph, like
a Roman conqueror, to the Duke's presence: it will be
fitting also that he wear the deer's horns and skin, as the
insignia of victory. In all this, we do not doubt, Shake*
speare had in mind folk-customs connected with the
hunt and going back to the days of pre-Christian sacrifice
which are now lost in oblivion (for the wearing of
leads and skins of animals cf. Chambers, Mediaeval
Stage, i. 166, 258, who strangely enough makes no
reference to this scene). Moreover, if we may judge
from the horned Falstaff in M.W.W. and the hunting-
scene in Munday's Death of Robert Earl of Huntingdon
(1598) which introduces * Frier Tuck carrying a stags
head dauncing,' stags' heads were for some reason-
popular on the stage at this time. In any event it is
obvious that the decking of the victor in the victim's
horns and hide, the hoisting of him upon the shoulders
of his fellows and the bearing him *home* to the Duke
with boisterous song and triumph formed the staple of
this scene, in which action is far more important than

